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■ Relay for Life pro-

motes cancer research

The 2nd annual Wright
Relay for Life will be held on
June 6 and 7 at WSU in
hopes of offering a way to
help eradicate cancer and
create a possible cure. All the
money collected will remain
in the community and goes
for research, with some earmarked for WSU and its
research for a cure. The relay
begins at 6 p.m. on June 6
and will conclude at noon on
June 7.

■ 1,000 acre eco-industrial park subject of
Wright State workshop
Local property owners
and developers, government
and military officials, as well
as representatives of local
industry and commercial
enterprise are invited to the
Eco-Industrial Park Workshop on Wed., June 4, from
7:30 a.m. until noon at WSU's
Student Union Rathskellar.
The workshop is sponsored
by B-W Greenway Community Land Trust and will focus
on one of the last industrial

zoned parcels in Fairborn, a
1,000 acre area around 1-675
and the Dayton Springfield
Road interchange. Funded by
a grant from the Turner
Foundation in Springfield, BW Greenway contracted with
Trillium Planning and Development to create a feasibility
study of eco-industrial development strategies. Trillium
will present its findings and
draw a roadmap for future
development of the property.

■ Women's Center
movie series

The Women's Center will
present Shouting Silent by
Renee Rosen and Xoliswa Sithole on June 9. The film
explores the South African
HIV/ AIDS epidemic through
the eyes of Xoliswa Sithole,
an adult orphan who lost her
mother to HIV/AIDS in 1996.
Xoliswa journeys back home
in search of other young
women who have also lost
their mothers to HIV/AIDS
and are now struggling to
raise themselves (and, in
many cases, their siblings) on
their own.

Dr. Dave Hopkins was recently named Wright State University's new provost.

Campus Crime
Assault
May 30: Citations for criminal trespass and menacing
were issued outside Hamilton Hall.
June 1: An attempted rape
was investigated in the Village.

Larceny/Theft
May 29: A wallet was reported stolen from the Fordham
library in the Health Sciences building.
May 29: A theft was investigated in the Hangar.
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We'll lae ltack next fall!

Traffic

May 31: Citations were

given
for driving on sidewalks, fictitious plates, driving under
suspension and driving
under a non-compliance suspension.
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Alcohol and/or gratuity not included.

To better serve
you,
you can now order
your parking permit
on ROX!
Check it out!
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Ve offer 10-40+ hours/week

ruts Datlvery & Packaging Position

$6.50 - $12.00+ /Hour

800-283-5511

Just Minutes from Campus!!
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rox.wright.edu

Route Delivery- A grc.at rewarding job opportunity for motivated individuals. This commission

based position offers high earning potential for responsible individuals not intimidated by hard
work and physical lifting. No selling involved, just servicing our established customer routes.
We offer Full/PT positions with flexible hours. Experience not necessary, will train. CDL
license not required but helpful. A good driving record is required. Must comply with company
grooming/ uniform policies. We also require weekend availability and dependable transportation.

Packaging- This position is hourly based for responsible, dependable individuals with flexibility in scheduling of hours. We offer Full/PT positions, available on three, eight hour daily shifts.
Priority given to 2nd and 3rd shift applicants. No experience necessary, will train. Position
requires lifting, keeping up with automated machinery and dependable

transportation.
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student fees

@ Increase will affect tuition, residence fees and food service
Jocelyn

Hodson'

"I think it's unfortunate.

Volunteer Writer

We understand the burden that the cost of college has on its students,
but the state support is
not there."

A six percent increase in
tuition for WSU undergraduate and graduate students
was announced at a recent
budget workshop. The
increase will take effect fall
quarter. All new students
will also see an additional
$100 increase on top of the
increase for continuing students.
The increase in tuition

-Dan Abrahamowicz,
vice president for
Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services

and fees is attributed to the

)

decrease in state funding.
"The principal reason is that
the state is continuing the
process of withdrawing funding for higher education,"
said Matthew Filipic, vice
president for business and
fiscal affairs.
The budget presentation
included an overview of state
funding in Ohio and highlighted university spending
and revenue, as well as the
specifics of the budget resolution.
For 2003, $2.25 billion
was appropriated for school
funding in the state of Ohio.
However, Ohio actually only
received $2.1 billion of the
appropriated funds. Accord-

resources funding was up
12.7 percent.
Even though tuition at
WSU will remain lower than
at most colleges in Ohio, students will still feel the
of the raise in cost. "I
it's unfortunate. We
understand the burden that
the cost of college has on its
students, but the state support is not there," said Dan
Abrahamowicz, vice president for Student Affairs and
Enrollment Services.
Increases that will be
seen in fees per quarter
include $45 for the basic
food plan, $67 for a double
room in Hamilton Hall, $ 60
for a two bedroom apartment at the Village, $43 for a
single room at the Woods
and $45 in board fees.

Z affects

g unt

Kim Goldenberg (far left) advises the 2004 budget plan in the restructuring policy.
ing to Filipic, state funding is
not growing enough to
reflect the increase in enroll-

ment. "We have a revenue

problem and not a spending
problem," said Filipic.

Cuts in state funding
resulted in a $662 loss for
spending per student this
past year. Higher education

is the only program that has
experienced a decrease in

state funding with a 5.3 percent drop. However, job and
family services received a 2 3
percent increase, taxation
received a 15.9 percent
increase and natural

increases in costs for2
Returning Students:,, 1]

Ill Full-time undergraduate and graduate tuition and fees increase by
Ml Full-time professional fees for the school of professional psycholo
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II Full-time professional fees for the school of professional psychology increase #»$100 in addition to the increase for returning
students®

WSU prepares for June
Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
WSU President Kim Goldenberg will be the commencement speaker for the
graduation ceremony on
· June 14.
Spring commencement,
typically the largest graduating class throughout the academic year, will include
1,150 participants, five of
which are Ph.D. students,

said Jane Schelb, associate
director of conferences and
events.

The swelling number.of
graduates does create special

ticket for entrance," said

Schelb. "Based on number of
students attending, each student is allowed one graduate

ticket and six tickets for

circumstances unseen in winfamily and friends."
ter commencement, particu- _
The College of Liberal
larly in the number of family
Arts has the most participatmembers that each graduate
ing graduates-with 250 stumay have present.
dents receiving a degree. The
"Unfortunately with the
Raj Soin College of Business
large number participating,
ties Graduate Studies for secthe fire marshal requires
ond highest with 215 gradueach individual to have a
ates.

commencement
Schelb said the number
of spring commencement
graduates is nearly identical
to last year's numbers and is
almost twice as large as winter graduation.
In spite of the anticipated crowd, Schelb said there
were no special concerns

about security.

"We always have security

on site but have not had any
problems," said Schelb.

Spring

Commencement
Number of Participating
Graduates by College
Education

165

Engineering

95

Graduate Studies

215

Liberal Arts
Nursing
Raj Soin Business

250

45
215

Science and Mathematics
165
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WSU video gamers battle it out
Inaugural PC gaming party lasted 13 hours and featured first-person shooting games
Ty Swonger

Staff Writer

As computer gaming
continues to be the second
biggest use of the Internet
nowadays, students from
WSU held an inaugural
Raider Association for Gaming Entertainment (RAGE),
local area networking party.
RAGE, which was created
earlier this year, currently
has ten members, but Warrick Mann, president of
RAGE, anticipates that with
the party, more gamers will
join. "We are hoping that this
event will lead to a bigger
LAN party to be hosted at
WSU once every quarter. The
main objective for the club is

to bring the WSU computer
gaming community together," he said.
Someone needed to take
the initiative to set up the
website and deal with the
sponsors, which, according
to Mann, is a constantly
ongoing process.
The inagural RAGELAN
party lasted from 10 a.m. to
11 p.m. According to Mann,
this type of network basically becomes a miniature Internet which can accommodate
up to 66 gamers simultaneously.
The featured attractions
at the party consisted of
first-person style shooting
games, but any multiplayer
game was allowed. The

"We are hoping that this
event will lead to a bigger LAN Party to be
hosted at WSU once

every quarter."

Warrick Mann,

president of RAGE
games selected for play by
RAGE, happen to be among
the most popular online.
"It is about excitement.

Some people take drugs

because they are bored, but I
game because it is a virtual
rush," said Mann.
Mike Koonce, a management information systems

major has been gaming since
1991. "I pref er the PC game

to the console games

because they are more developed, and a lot more people
can play the game on a PC
than on a regular console,"
he said.
Koonce was among the
event attendees who were
anticipating the playing of
the game Battlefield 1942, a
WWII game in which players
can participate by being a
lead gunner and driving a
tank.
He admitted that many

of the modern PC games are
very violent, but thinks that
it is the parents job to censor children not the governments. "Parents should take
responsibility for their children," said Koonce.
Jesse Coleman, an acting
major and RAGE member,
has been gaming nearly eight
years and agrees with
Koonce. "It (video games) can
have certain effects on
things, but for someone to
do something drastic they
have to be screwed up in the
first place," he said.

School of Medicine
receives $500,000
grant for research
•

Valerie Lough
Staff Writer
WSU's School of Medicine will receive a $500,000

federal grant for a three-year
project to research cardio-

The Raj Soin College of Business is Raising the Bar
on Business Education
nderstanding business
principles is not enough to
succeed in today's complex
global marketplace. CEOs say they're
looking for much more- employees with a

U

global perspective, who demonstrate
analytical thinking, computer proficiency,
ethical decision-making and teamwork.

the Miami Valley to be accredited by
AACSB International,

the highest accrediting
body for business colleges in the U.S.
And our Master of Accountancy program is

the only one in the region accredited by
AACSB.

alumni and student advisory

But our focus goes well beyond student
education. We also provide professional,
entrepreneurial and economic development
assistance to businesses and local

boards, and other stakeholders,

governments... to help our region prosper.

Through top quality corporate,

. we continually fine-tune our
underguaduate and graduate
programs to meet the changing

needs of business. Wright State
continues to lead the way. In fact,

our underguaduate business programs
and MBA program were first in

RAJ SOIN

College of Business

WRIGHT STATE
UNIVERSITY

www.wright.edu/business

vascular disease among Dayton's inner city population.
The purpose of the
grant, issued by the National
Heart, Blood and Lung Institute, is to heighten awareness, off er education and
assist in the prevention of
cardiovascular disease.
"The Miami Valley has a
higher than national average
incidence of cardiovascular
disease, particularly for heart
attack and stroke," said
Richard Schuster, chair of
the SOM division of health
systems management.
The SOM hosted a health
fair at Shiloh United Church
of Christ in April. Attendees

"The Miami Valley has a
higher than national
average incidence of
cardiovascular disease,
particularly for heart
attack and stroke."

Richard Schuster,

chair of the SOM
division of health
systems management
were screened for cardiovascular disease risk indicators
such as blood pressure, cholesterol levels and weight.
Heart disease is the
number one killer of men
and women nationwide. The
campaign seeks to inform
the public that heart disease
can be decreased by monitoring blood pressure and lowering cholesterol.

Have a great
summer!

- The Guardian
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WSU launches institute for business integrity
IBI provides connections between the university and the local business community
Ty Swonger
Staff Writer
WSU' s Raj Soin college of
business recently launched
its Institute for Business
Integrity (IBI), in order to
provide the university with
an organization that promotes responsible business
practices.
Dr. Joseph Petrick, director of the IBI, views the
emergence of the IBI as a
reaction to a combination of
forces. "The program is a
secular approach to business
integrity, which is an important and strategic asset to
business," he said. "It is not
only a 'thou shall not,' it is a

positive reinforcement to

meet world class quality in
performance."

"The institute will maintain to educate and
graduate the very best
business leaders, and
we will continue to be a
partner to the total economic and social development of the great area

of Ohio."

-Berkwood Farmer,
dean of the college of
business
According to Petrick, the
IBI will work with local business and professional groups
through business breakfasts
and other special events to
provide training, consulta-

tion, research and referr al
services relating to organizational ethics.
The IBI also will off er
business integrity awards to
the Dayton business community with annual awards that
publicly honor responsible
business leadership and
integrity system development. "With all the different
business scandals, we wanted to make sure we took

a

more proactive approach to
supporting principled busi-

ness education," said Petrick.
"First, our mission is to
prepare successful and ethical business leaders, and sec-

ond-our mission empha-

sizes the college connections
to the Miami Valley community," said Berkwood Farmer,
dean of the Raj Soin College

of Business. "The institute
will maintain to educate and
graduate the very best business leaders, and we will
continue to be a partner to
the total economic and social
development of the great
area of Ohio."
Along with Petrick, Goldenberg and Farmer, U.S. Representative Micheal Oxley,
R-Findlay, was included in
the events lectures. Oxley coauthored the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002, which toughened the standards of hon-

esty in the reporting of peri-

odic corporate financial
statements in the wake of
such white-collar crime as
the Enron Corp. and WorldCom Inc. scandals.

The Sarbanres-Oxley Act

ensures stricter criminal

penalties, protects corporate
whistle blowers from retaliation from the corporations
and expands the statue of
limitations for securities
fraud lawsuits.
According to Oxley, the
legislation was intended to
tighten the surveillance of
corporate criminals while
providing security to
investors. During his lecture
Oxley defended the U.S.'s

economic system. "Our sys-

tern gets knocked a bit but
let's take a look at what
we've been through," he said.
"We've been through a terrorist attack unprecedented
in our history, a war in
Afghanistan, a war in Iraq,
business scandals unprecedented and yet we're still

standing."

Program offered for students to teach English abroad
The program will take five

Staff writer
Valerie Lough

WSU's English language
and literature department
will off er a five-week program this summer designed
to train students to teach
English in foreign countries.
The new summer concentration is an alternative to
an older one, said Marguerite
MacDonald, director of the
program. For years the
department has offered a
certificate in teaching English
to speakers of other languages, which can be completed over three quarters,
but the department recognized a need for change.
"Over the years, we have
received many requests for a
shorter program geared
specifically for teaching English overseas, similar to
many certificate programs
offered around the world,"
said MacDonald. "For people

All who do not want to wait

nearly a year before they can

get a credential to teach English abroad, the TEFL pro-

"Over the years, we
have received many
requests for a shorter
program geared specifically for teaching English overseas, similar to

many certificate pro-

grams offered around
the world."
-Marguerite
MacDonald, director of
the TEFL program
gram offers a five-week
intensive program, giving
students basic knowledge
and skills for teaching English as a foreign language
and the cultural background
they will need as well."
The program is broken

down into five, four-hour

courses. One is introductory,
two others focus on theory
and culture and methods
and materials, plus a workshop and practicum.

weeks and offer
MacDonald said she is
pleased with the response to
the program so far. "In addi-

tion to Wright State students

and some from other universities, we will have in classes
this summer for Korean students from our partner institution, Woosong University,
in Taejon, Korea."
Most teaching opportunities are likely to be in Asia,
said MacDonald. In Korea, all
children now must begin to
learn English in the third
grade. This mandate has
opened a great demand for
English teachers in that
country.
Students who have completed the longer program in
the past have joined the
Peace Corps and taught English in Sri Lanka, Tunisia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan,Albania
and Namibia, said MacDonald. In countries that cannot
afford to hire teachers, the
Peace Corps provides
instructors.
"A number of WSU students have gone on the sixmonth teaching experience at

Share The Guardian,,» a rr±ena

students 20 credit hours

our partner institution,
Okayama University of Science," said MacDonald.
Dr. Kiwan Sung of
Woosong University, and

WSU assistant professor of
TESOL Deborah Crusan will
join MacDonald as part of
the TEFL faculty.

9 LOCATIONS
Including

3286 New Germany-Trebeba Rd.
Across from Fairfield Commons Mall
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ROTC drill team takes first place at spring competition
Seventeen other teams took part in the event
Jocelyn Hodson
Volunteer Writer
The WSU Air Force ROTC
Thunderbird Drill Team won
first place for inspection at a
recent national spring competition. Eleven cadets participated at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 2003 drill
meet and military excellence

competition located outside
Troy, New York.
The Thunderbird Drill
Team also placed third in the
rifle exhibition event and
fourth in the unarmed standard event. This is the second year the team has participated in this competition.
"This year we did excellent,

"This year we did excellent, not only in our drill
competitions, but in performances for the community as well."
-Karen Gabriel, cadet

not only in our drill competitions, but in performances
for the community as well,"
said cadet Karen Gabriel.
Eighteen teams took part
in this year's competition. In
the inspection event, comOyster Roasts
petitors are questioned on
their military knowledge and
looked over by judges for
visual perfection. The
unarmed standard event
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
APPLY WITHIN
involves following a list of
WAITRESS, HOSTESS, AND KITCHEN POSITIONS
commands to perform within
a time-frame, and the rifle
exhibition event is a routine
involving simultaneous drill
Dayton,
moves that the team has created. "Every movement is by
-------- .... ---------------~ ..... regulation.You have to do it
by the book," said Gabriel.
The Thunderbird Drill
Team has experienced several trials throughout the year.

(957) 890-0467

6851 Miller Lane
OH 45414

They struggled through leadership change and got it
together, which speaks a lot,"

"It was a rebuilding year.

Sure...

Your education has given you wings.
But we've gothat you really want...

·.

The 2003 WSU ROTC took first place in a spring drill
meet competition, which included executing routines and
showing members' knowledge of the military.
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wheels.

When you come to Breckenridge, you're at the crossroads of it all.

· Great Location ... Affordable Living

· Spacious 2 bedrooms

· Washer/dryer hook-ups available
· Laundry facilities on premises
· Walk in closets
· Plenty of storage space
· Private balconies
· Swimmin g pool
• Pets welcome
service

·24-hour emergency

Close to WSU, WPAFB

& 1-675

1-675 to Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.
West to Funderberg Rd.
Tum right into Breckenridge

Graduating Seniors

up ta$750 on a new car... "{S'
just far making it through college

239 Orville Street
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

(937) 879-1581
Fax: (937) 879-4333

said captain Debra McFarland, adviser for the drill
team.
"To place, they had to
work extremely hard to get
their routines together," said
McFarland. The team practiced three to four times a
week, for three hours at a
time to prepare for the competition. Members of the
team are required to maintain a grade point average of
2.35 to participate in the
competition, which is a higher standard than that of

wsu.

The team is proud of
their accomplishments at
this year's competition. "I
think it's awesome. This year
was a tough year for them,"
said McFarland.

ROTC cadets
Melissa Bierma,
Megan Ellis,

Karen Gabriele,

visit the...

Joshua Hardin,

U.S. Air Force Museum
Opon 7 days a week (9am - 5pm)

Over
& Missiles
Plus300
visitAircraft
the Museum's

IMAXe Theatre
(937) 253-4MAX

Outside Dayton, Ohio - Home of the Wright Brothers

Timothy Holzmann,
Joshua Carter,
Jennifer Hebert,
Christopher Snell,

Trinh Pham,

Holly Livingston
and Annemarie Peters
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Next Fall place yOur
classified ad in The

Come Home to

WRIGHT STATE UNI

Lake Campus this Summer,

Guardian.

CALL 775-5557

Let the Lake Campus help you

MAXIMIZE your summer!

At the Lake Campus, you can pick up a whole

year al Spanish In just 10 weeks .

ALL

STUDENTS SPRING EXPANSION

Or, you can take gen eds or prereqs, transfer
them back lo your school, and be on EASY street in the
fall. Or, take Canoeing as a phys ed and tell your
friends that you spent the summer on the lake!
CaH 1-800.237 "1477 for our short Non-Degree
application form or get it online. Write on ltle a lication
that you are applying in response to this ad, and we'll
waive your application fee. Tuition is $'117 per credit
hour.
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The College Sto:re Teetimoniat

Summer Terms "A" and "C" begin June 16,
"B" Term begint Juty 21, ~ in progress!
Wright State University-Lake Campus

7600 State Route 703 · Celina, Ohio 45822-2952

www.wright.edu/lake

T OBY'S TAVE RN
NO COVER CHARGE!
Tuesday Kareoke w/'Al-Mighty Todd!

"I was confused on where to
buy my books."

Thursday- Tim Arnold & Friends.
Enjoy the Blues all night!
Digital Recording
Saturday- LIVE BANDS

soc f#ca »

Billy Coldiron

Daytons Biggest & Best
Pool Table, Jukebox, arcade games, ATM available
3601 Unden Ave., Dayton • 256-7695
www.tobystavern.com

~

DID YOU SAY SUSHI BAR

AND THAI CUISINE?

fa} ycu krcw #ho bet pl-ta» to try bx»pkiright

ac±¢9% therot ferright {State Lniwruity?
uay atty tu»tit frert sift Ari y©a vwit sines
marry! Ta <2¢lltggt 3ass is yu# 4part» ripen!
alte r +-atrrt?

A
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NOW OPEN
IN THE OREGON DISTRICT

l lBrmvn Street
(93 7)-222-3227

CUISINE <( THAILAND
~ -.,.,..._

& SUSIU

Ri.:SOORANT

Lunch

M-F 11am-2:30pm
Dinner
Su-Th Spm-9:30, F-Sa 5pm-10pm
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DRINKING WATER CONSUMER
CONFIDENCE REPORT

Wright State University (WSU) is required by the Environmental Pro-

ons

tection Agency to make available to the university community an annual
report on the quality of the campus drinking water supply. This_posting
serves as required notification to the university community.
The Wright State University Public Water System Consumer Confidence Report for 2002 is available for review on WSU's Department of
Environmental Health and Safety's web page at
http://www.wright.edu/admin/ehs/watermgmt/CCR2002.pdf
Hard copies are available by contacting Steve Farrell, Assistant Director, Environmental Health and Safety, Room 104 Health Sciences or by
phone at (937) 775-3118

Cross into the Blue!
Become an
Air Force Officer

Air Force ROTC • Det 643

Scholarships
Register for:
AES 121, Air Force Today I and
AES 121, Leadership Lab

118 Millet Hall
www.wright.edu/academics/prog/rotc
afrotc @wright.edu

775-2730 or

4292

Grad uates
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ACROSS
Type of orange
Assimilate
Positive hand signals
Made out
Actress Berry
Spanish article
Angry

53
55
59
60
62
63

Mazel_!

64

Large amount
Action site
Steady, easy stride
Senator Hatch
Flat-bottom, open
boats
Writer/director Nora
Burpee purchase
Bullwinkle, e.g.
Fidgety
Corrida shout
Sulked
Connect
Jackrabbits
High mountain
WWII craft
In a dominant posi

65
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Letter-shaped girder
Posh
Howlers
"Carmen" composer
Minute pond plant
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22
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26
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Athenian market
place
Hidden fence
Lip
Angry
Latin eggs
"Skittle Players"
painter
Public persona
Rorem or Beatty
Software buyers
Appointed
DOWN
Switch positions
Put to sea
Comic Johnson
Deteriorate
Old name for Tokyo
Colette novel

Like Cheerios

Lena or Ken
Delights
Turner or Knight
Angry
Big name in publish
ing
Rescues
Bossy's home
Corneal protector
Eurasian ruminant
Eavesdropper's post
Austen novel
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Combine
Angry
Leave text as is!
Molecule element
Actress Peeples
Tolstoy and Durocher
Spot
Detested person
Glassy volcanic rocks
Arthur of "Maude"
Old autocrat
German noble
Yellowish green
Leafy shelter
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Elation
Arkin or West
Very large
Copied
Tempe sch.
Reunion group
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Now available, a collection of
your favorite Sunday crossword puzzles in a single volume. Send $9.45 to THE
NEWSPAPER CROSSWORDS, P
0 Box 4410, Chicago, IL
60680-4410. Include your
name, address and zip code.
Make checks payable to Tribune Media Services.
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See this week's puzzle
solved on page 10
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Moving Back Home?
Call to reserve your truck or

van today.
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457 Dayton Ave. Xenia, OH

372-6699
Games start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?
How about Bingo?
$30,000 paid out nighly on Bingo and Instants
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At Plato's Closet we carry the test
in gently used brand mare apparel

10,000 free
frequent flyer miles
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Beavercreek
2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to
Golden Corral

937-427-5224

Centerville

101 E. Alex Bell

Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center

937-312-9321
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Congratulation Graduates
The Guardian

@

We are offering families
Wright State University
Child Development Center

of

guaduating students a
$69.00 rate.

We Offer Quality Child Care for Children
6 Weeks to 12 Years!
• NAEYC Accredited

·Degreed Teachers

• Low Child-Staff Ratios
• Hands-on Activities
• Transportation to Local Schools
kkramer@miniuniversity.net

Need A Job?
The Guardian
is hiring:

Editors

\fo.day
Su
EXPRESS

Writers
Production

Photographers

2800 Presidential Dr. - Fairborn, OH
(837) 426-7800
Includes free continental breakfast, use
of indoor pool, spa and exercise facility.

Call Val
at x5534
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Issues with Wright State
Lam Nguyen
undergraduate student
Biological Sciences
I really agree with the
article "Wake up Wright
State" in The Guardian issue
no. 27 vol. 38 for Wed. May
14, 2003. I think that Wright
State University should
change the system so that
we are able to use our
Wright One Card at different
stores near campus. It does
not necessarily mean that
we can use our card any-

where but at least those
stores such as Meijer and

unfair that students at the
University of Dayton and

should be accessible. It
makes it a lot easier and
convenient for those students who do not have debit

earlier than us. It is
frustrating for those students who need internships
because they are at a disadvantage. It is also a great
disadvantage for those looking for summer jobs since
most positions will already
be filled by the time they
get out. I am having a hard
time looking for a summer

fast food places in this area

or credit cards. If students

deposit money into their
Wright One Card account,

they should be able to

spend it just as cash.
Another issue in the article is Wright State University
should let students out with
the rest of the other public
colleges in our area. It is

Th» TI!ID
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Janice Blair, Stacy Corbean

Miami University get out

very

job because of times when

places start hiring is
between April and May and
we don't get out
For the students who get
out early, they have a much
more flexible schedule and
can also work more hours. I
have to work around my
schedule if I have to work
and also have to concentrate
on my studies at the same ·

until June.

time. An important issue
that is not mentioned in the
article is summer volunteer-

ing. Places that have volunteering opportunities, many

but at the same time it is an
advantage to those who

don't attend summer school

and allows them to have
internships and job opporof the positions are taken. It tunities.
is very discouraging for
In conclusion, Wright
those hoping to fulfill volun- State University administrateering hours towards their
tion should do something to
majors.
change the system so that
Some would disagree with students can use their

the idea of getti g out earli- Wright One Card at places
er because we would have to other than Wright State. As
start earlier. Those same
people fail to realize getting
out earlier would give many

the advantages of intern-

ships and summer jobs as
well as volunteering Oppor-

tunities. Some might also
object that students who

attend summer classes will
have too short of a break
before fall quarter starts. It
is a disadvantage for those
who attend summer school

for getting out earlier, the

school year is just moved

back and there is no major
affect on the school sched-

ule. By getting out with the
rest of the other schools, we
give many students equal
opportunities for internships and summer jobs. It
also gives those who need
volunteering work a great
advantage.
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Gorby, Stephanie Lung, Jackie
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Letters to the Editor

-The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators and staff
• Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone, major and class
standing (if applicable)
·Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m.
on the Friday preceeding the next
issue
• Letters should be kept to 500
words or less
• All letters are subject to editing

for space and content

• Letters which duplicate others
may be omitted
• When responding to another letter, refer to the date and headline
. Quotes that cannot be confirmed
will not be used
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for $.50 each.
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Ms. Black Wright State
Candace Beach
Junior
Chemistry

I am writing this email in
regards to how the Ms.
Black Wright State Pageant
was conducted. I have a
huge concern about how
they awarded the first place,
second place and third
place participants at the end
of the pageant and then
turned around and stated
that they selected the wrong
people.
This sounds very weird
because they should have
verified that everything was
correct prior to announcing
the winners because they
caused a lot of problems
within the participants. I

was under the assumption
that the judges were fully

aware of the rules and how

to judge each participant
and that another group of
people would do the tally of
the votes. I don't understand how this pageant is
supposed to be so special
when they only judge on a
persons ability to dress nice
in front of a crowd.
This does not show how a
person can carry out the

responsiblities of holding

the crown. I feel that since
they made a mistake everyone has the right to see the
tally sheet, but the tally

sheets were some how

thrown away. They solve the
problem by reversing the
order of the winners and
losers.
I feel that the questions

were not fairly written out
because anyone can answer
a easy question such as
what are your best qualities
verses a harder question
such as how can you impact
a child to better him or herself in the community. Now
the new Ms. Black Wright
State can bearly speak for
herself and barely even
know the issues concerning
minorities on campus, but

she is going to represent us
ty.

in front the whole universi-

If they wanted to be fair
they should have another
round off of questions to
solve the problem so that
everyone would have another equal opportunity for the

crown, but since popularity
wins we never have anything done right.

isth s otlie..a,

"Located in the lobby of the Frederick White Center

•

Reasons Why WSU PHARMACY is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies, usually in their
generic forms .
•We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and medications for
you if you need us to do so is very easy. We can order a wide range of
medical supplies, such as bathroom safey, braces and supports, cervical
support, diabetes care, hosiery, incontinence urologicals, ostomy,wound
management, and other areas as well.
•We give a 10 percent discount to WSU students.
•We accept checks, MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.
•The average wait for your perscription is under 10 minutes and often
5 minutes.
•We now accept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars.
•We accept virtually any health plan from anywhere in the United States

,

Hours

Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30 pm

Also located in Fred White:
INTERNAL MEDICINE/ PEDIATRICS: X4580
(SECOND FLOOR)
MOST MAJOR HEAL TH !INSURANCES ARE ACCEPTED.
Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)

Call us at Et 3414 to discuss transforming existing prescriptions or what information we will need to file an
electronic claim with your insurance.

Wendy McGonical, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Fagan, Nurse Practitioner

www.wright.edu/admin/fredwhite/pharmacy/

RAJ SOIN

College of Business

WRIGHT STATE

UNIVERSITY

Congratulations Graduates

from your faculty
and staff in the

Raj Soin College of Business
•

•
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Scene

Compiled by Krystle Barger

Best Class to inflate your GPA?
Photography

FeaturesEditor==.

Best on-campus meal?
Mongolian place in the Student Union.

Worst?
Calculus 4

Worst?
Taco Bell in The Hanger

TIT'Y

1ifs wiet,

released this year?
Best Place to get a beer?
BW3's

Best off-campus meal?
Olive Garden
The
p ac
campus?
Emerald Lakes
Worst?
With your p

Best Major at WSU?
Communication
Worst?
Mechanical Engineering

dy?
e Paul Lawrence Dunbar Library

aK

rst?'~

Worst?
Tuty's

«

The best way to get a parking spot?

Best club?
Yellow Rose

Stalk

Worst?

Drive around passively

Worst?
1470's

The best place to live on campus?
The honors dorms
Worst?
The Woods

The best event of the year?
May Daze
Worst?
Graduation

Worst?
Mc Donalds

¢
Best place to take a date?
Regal Cinemas
Worst?
The Library to rent free videos

Best Spring
un

·not'.

di®WW®iii%%W%&&%®ii@sis?

Worst?
Chicago
Note: A survey was taken of 50 WSU students.
All photos taken by Krystle Barger unless otherwise noted

In honor of WSU graduates, The Wellington
Grille will be open for lunch, Noon to 3 p.m.

on Saturday June 7th. Join us for your
graduation lunch.

4.26-4600
2450 Dayton-Xenia Road

DDEN'LAKES

•

APARTMENTS

•• I

•

I

Studio 1, 2, 3 bedrooms 5% discount
for WSU students and faculty

LETS"EIESE'SIIIITSDZl

FREE tanning booth!

~

Heated pool!
24-hour Fitness Room
Business Center
(computer, fax, printer)

291-9952
Setters Sports & Lounge
Setter's Summer Volleyball Leagues!
Leagues Start June 16th
~~--.
Info at www.daytonvbc.com
email:

•

setters vball@hotmail.com

Call Mark at 307-1277
Refs Needed !

Summer Leagues Start in June

\or-fFri 2-7 Happy Hour- $100 12oz draft
Open Daily at 2pm, Closed Sundays • Pool tables and dart boards
6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

Call for more

info: 228-2255 • 1008 Gateway Dr.,

·OPEN

Dayton

i'IO
G

"Now Featuring Dayton's Most

Extensive Pub 'Menu" ==

Steaks, BBQ,

Fish n' Chips,

Chicken,

Pizza, Shrimp,Wings, Burritos, Salads

and Burgers

Did we forget anything?

THE BEST BEER IN DAYTON
IS MADE HERE IN DAYTON

( and only minutes from Wright State)
45 West Alex-Bell Rd. in Centerville -1-675, Exit 4
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·Class of
Tiana A. Rollinson
Senior
Mass Communications
One day as I was watching
the news I got really
depressed because all of the
stories talking about how
there were no jobs for graduating college students. The
headlines included, "Class of
2003 where are the jobs?",
"The year 2003 the worse
time to graduate!", "The 2003
graduates suffer from a
country at war?"
These are all things that
would make a college student feel really upset and
maybe angry. College is a
place where you go to get a
degree so you can find a
good job. For many people it
is a total shock that after

they have graduated that
they didn't find that perfect
job just waiting for them. It
is true _that the economy is
horrible right now but it will
get better after all didn't we
have economics 200 for a
general education course. I
see many of my peers that
graduated last year not being
able to find jobs.
Some say, "How am I supposed to find a job when
they ask for five years experience". This is true in many
cases I have seen this for
myself. So what are we supposed to do work at fast
food restaurants and become
instant managers? How about
move at home with mom and
dad and watch your younger
siblings? Are we going to
hide out in graduate school?
If you have to resort to

any one of these things even
taking a job that is not in
your major that's okay. The
class of 2003 are survivors
especially graduating from
Wright State University. We
all have lived through some
rough times in the past five
years. This class has seen
some of our friends go off to
war. We have seen the afterma th of September 11th and
we all saw the race riots in
Cincinnati. Not to mention
seeing our favorite entertainers die (Aaliyah, Left Eye, Jam
Master Jay)
All of the problems in the
world could make one fall
into depression. But we have
to remember who we are and
where we came from. We
have to believe that we are
going to make it through the
storm. If we all reflect on

our journey through college
we have all had times when
we wanted to quit but we
kept pressing on. Most of us
have had to struggle to get to
college and to stay here. We
will one day laugh at the
times when we had to fight
over the last pack of ramen
noodles.
If we believe in anything
we should believe in ourselves and not let anyone
stop us from our goals. If
you believe it no matter how
bad the economy is you will
achieve it. If someone won't
hire you, start your own business. Don't let anybody stop
you from chasing your
dreams. The class of 2003
are not only survivors but we
are conquerers..

Resident life needs to improve
Amanda Snow
Undergraduate Student
Theatre Studies

ties' reason for this is
because everyone goes home
on the weekends. It's really
the other way around; everyone goes home
the weekends because everything is
shut down.
I believe if there were
more things to do on weekends and weeknights for the
people who make their
home on campus, it would
be a much better situation.
The university is constantly
trying to get more people to
live on campus, and why not
they make more money. If
they want people to enjoy
their experience why don't
they give them something to
experience? Some suggestions that I've heard are a
karaoke night ever so often,
maybe some student sports
of some sort (perhaps volleyball or basketball in the
woods) or maybe a dance.
Any activity to get people
out and having a good time

would be great. It's also a
wonderful way for students
to meet new people outside
of their classes. If people
really put their minds to it
they could come up with
lots of things to do to keep
people entertained. There
are some students on this
campus who live hours away
and don't have cars. Can
you imagine what it's like
for them on the weekends?
Another thing that I know
has been bothering many
students is the conditions of
the dorms. How come the
"smart people" get to live in
the honors dorm and the
conditions are so much
nicer than the rest of the
dorms? I can understand if
they get a separate community because they have
"harder" classes and they
need a place more school
oriented, but how come it
has to be so much cleaner
and well maintained than

"

s

on

In the light of the recent
Student Government elections and all the campaign
promises I though I would
voice my opinion as a
Wright State student on
things that I think need to
be done. In discussions with
several of my classmates it
has become clear to me that
Wright State, as a whole,
believe itself to be a commuter school. It may be true
that there are more commuters in the university
than on campus residents,
but it's not a school just for
commuters.
~ All too often the students
who live on campus are
overlooked. Everything
shuts down on the weekend
and it's hard for people to
even get food. The universi-

'
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the other on campus facilities. It doesn't make sense
and it's not fair to be the
students who would like a
quieter more school oriented environment but can't
because maybe their GP A
wasn't high enough in high
school.
One thing that would help
solve this problem is a panel
of several different students
who live on campus. The
panel could get together and
discuss the problems of the
residents and plan future
activities. Maybe there is
already one of these panels,
but I certainly haven't heard
of it so I highly doubt the
average campus resident
has. I know that there is a
student activities board.
What if this panel worked in
conjunction with them to
ensure that all students,
commuters and campus residents, enjoyed their college
experience.
..

.TheGuardianOnline.com ·.
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Hedwig and the Angry Inch brings
an end to the ensembles season
Justin Ling
Staff Writer

Cincinnati's Ensemble Theater ends its 17th season in
high flying, rock'n'roll fashion with its second production of Hedwig and the Angry
Inch from June 13 through
June 29.
The off-Broadway theater
is a part of .the Actors' Equity
Association, and says the theater's public relations director Sue Cohen, "That's the
difference between us and

community theater." While

New York's theaters are staging productions that are
revivals or surefire money
makers, small regional theaters like the Ensemble Theater is willing to take risks.
"We're dedicated to the
production of new works and

works new to the region,"
notes Cohen. "You're not
going to see Oklahoma here.
You're going to see something that's never been done
either in Cincinnati, in the
region, in the country or
ever."
The Ensemble Theater
seats 191. Small and located
right in downtown Cincinnati,
"There's not a bad seat in the
house," explains Cohen. "It's
kind of like stadium seating
where there's no obstructive
view. It's a wonderful, intimate space."
Ranking with its best
moments, the theater has
housed very prominent premiers in late years. It staged
the world premier of Warren
Leight's play James and
Annie. Leight is a very well
known playwright who won a

Tony award for Side Man and
also writes for the popular
TV show Law and Order:
Criminal Intent. The show
was of course packed every
night. Also, this year, the
Ensemble Theater staged the
first production of a play
called The Guys which
depicts a·fire captain
has enlists a journalist's help
to write the eulogies for his
men he lost on September 11.
When Hedwig and the
Angry Inch hits the stage,
audience. will witness a man's
struggle of personal identity
in a time when the Berlin
Wall was still dividing a
nation. "Hedwig is an internationally ignored song stylist
who changes sexes in order
to flee East Germany," says
Cohen. "You can describe
[the play] three ways: it's a

who

theatrical production, it's a
and perform it."
•
rock'n'roll sensation and it
This is the second year of
also tells a really personal
the educational outreach prostory."
gram.
"Todd Almond is our HedAlso in its second year, the
wig and Todd is a graduate
Ensemble Theater will be
of CCM," she adds. "He is 7
hosting a Tonys award.party
feet tall in his hair and
where guests can watch the
heels."
award ceremonies on giant
This past Wednesday, the
screens. "The Tony awards
Ensemble Theater staged a
are to theater what the
play done by at risk students · Oscars are to motion picfroni inner city Dohn Comtures," indicates Cohen. The
munity High School. As part
event was a huge success last
of its educational outreach
year and serves well as a
program, the theater allows
fundraiser for the nonprofit
intercity kids a chance at
theater.
self-expression. "We bring
Hedwig and the Angry Inch
actors and artists into the
opens on June 13, and tickets
schools to interact with the
for the general public are $ 3 0
students and the goal .is to
at the theater's box office.
share the creative process of
writing and performing," says
Cohen. "They write a play,
design it costume it, direct it,

Moving Back Home?

d>

Call to reserve your truck or van today.

MONDAY -BrG ASS BEER NIGHT
TUESDAY _ COL.LG NIGHT
4$3 PITCHERS

WEDNESDAY - TAD1s NIGHT
THURSDAY KARAOKE NIGHT
" CONTEST W/' CASH PRIZES

FRIDAY & SATURDAY -LIVE Musrc

HappU Hour: Mon-Fri 3-7
1/2 Price Appetizers
' Special Drink Prices

10% off one-way
rentals with this ad.

(nm)

Truck Remtal

No extra rental fees

for 18 year old drivers.

Free unlimited mileage
on one-way rentals.
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All Girl Summer Fun Band releases 2
Justin Ling

this second album have light
and sometimes-humorous
themes. "Parallel Park" is all
about something that all of
us can relate to when we
frustratingly search for
hours to find parking.
"'Jason Lee' is awesome too,"
says Sbragia. "But I don't
want him to hear it and

Staff Writer

@

Spreading at the speed of
sound from the northwest
corner of the United States
comes a distorted amplifier

full of catchy, pop fun as

Oregon based pop punk girls
All Girl Summer Fun Band
release their latest album 2.
All Girl Summer Fun Band
are the singing foursome of
likeminded musicians who
are, as drummer and vocalist Kathy Foster puts it,
"good old fashioned pup
punk influenced by growing
up on west coast underground." Foster is the 28year-old designer who also
plays with her other band
The Thermals regularly. She
is joined by the main songwriter of the bunch Kim Baxter, 25, on guitar, keys and
vocals. At 33, the oldest
member is singer and guitarist Jen Sbragia who is
going to school for product
design. Finishing out the
quartet is bassist Arirak
Douangpanya.
Dressed in terribly
adorable thrift store skirts
and striped sweaters, an
unofficial dress code of
cuteness that Foster calls,
"part of the job," the girls
unload a disc of lighthearted
pop tunes jilted with aggressive distortion. Propelled by
the straightforward song
structure of punk and the

think I'm a stalker." The

head-boppin' harmonies of

60's pop, 2 delivers an atti-

tude that Foster describes as

"sweet sassiness."

Even from the first track,
"Dear Mr. and Mrs. Troublemaker," All Girl Summer Fun
Band hits hard, making
power chords as fun as or
more fun than they've ever
been. Although danceable in
an instant and immediately

sunny pop fun, the album is

not all blue skies and puppies as Sbragia explains. "I
personally get tired of press
saying our music is fluffy
and cute like bunnies and

Visit the..»

•

U.S. Air Force Museum
s

Open 7 days a week (9am -5pr)

g

7

Over300Aircraft & Missiles

/

Plus visit the Museum's

IMAX€Theatre

(937) 253-4MAX
Outside Dayton, Ohio - Home of the Wright Brothers

e

Ground
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx Ground,
it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding,
but the rewards are big. Come join our team,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break
a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.
PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

Qualifications:
• l 8 years or older
• Must be able to lift 50 lbs.
• Ability to load, unload, and sort packages

• Part-time, 5-day week

·$8.50-9.00/hr. to start, scheduled raises

Qualified Candidates apply in person at:

kitties and so on, we are
more than that ... I thought I
would take what I've learned
from my past as a heavy
metal teenager and bring a
little more distortion to the
mix."

The disc is loaded with
tight harmonies, often over-

lapping, weaving among one
another and always bright.
Songs like "Down South, 10
Hours, 1-5'' and "Grizzly
Bear" combine complex
triple harmonies and
unisons of catchy melodies
for the perfect level of fun.
Throughout, the songs on

song is all about her high
schoolish celebrity crush on
Jason Lee who in her good
humor is "doing kickflips in
my dreams."
This latest album "has
much more distortion than
the first album, and it's
more confident and 'in your
face,' Foster points out. "It is
true girl pop." "Basically our
band is a great description
of us," points out Sbragia.
"We are just great friends
that like to play music
together."
At just under 30 minutes,
2's 14 songs are short,
straightforward, dancy and

ALL STUDENTS SPRING EXPANSION

Guaranteed starting pay!
10-40 hrs/wk. We train!
Co-ops awarded.
Scholarships awarded.
Conditions Exist.

452 E. Fifth St.

586-0227
Kettering
2517 Wilmington Pike

293-6162

Huber Heights, OH 45424

Glen Scott Tattoos
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Fedex.com/us/careers

3047 N. Main

276-3061

Street, Dayto

GUA

TEED

BASE-APPT,

CALL MON.-FRI., 9-5PM 436-3580
Visit www.workforstudents.com

- Safe - Clean - Experienced
- Body Jewelry, Hair Dye,
DeTox, Stickers, Inscense,
and More .
Oregon District

$1 .15

88

Tattoo Team
Tattoos and Body
Piercings

FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.

Women and Minorities are encouraged to apply.

happy. The sound is marked
by the same quick power
chord progressions, systematic drumming and scalehopping leads that are left
over from punk's pioneers.
The songs, says Foster,
"have a very classic, simple,
pleasing, familiar felling. We
found the right combination
to make catchy songs. I
think that's why people like
it. We give our own twist to
60's style harmonies and
Ramones style pop punk."
Released this spring, 2 is
the kind of album that
makes you feel good all day.
The cute themes and happy
tunes make this album perfect for any rocker into pop,
punk, indie or any combination thereof. And even those
who aren't will have to fall
in love at once with the All
Girl Summer Fun Band. So
put your copy on, turn it up
loud on any sunny day and
don't stop dancing.
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Horizon League: A Year in Review

a From the fall to the spring· the various teams from
the HL have given their fans a lot to cheer about
Trent Montgomery
Staff Writer

•

This past year has been a
good one for the Horizon
League. With lots of national
qualifiers and big time performances at the Division I
championships. From the fall
to the spring the various
teams from the Horizon
League have given their fans
a lot to cheer about.
Starting in the fall there
were tons of great performances. One team that made a
lot of noise on the national
level was the Butler men's
and women's cross country
teams'. The Bulldogs are a
perennial powerhouse within
the conference and this year
was no different.
Ranked in the top twenty
five throughout the season
the team made it to the Division I championships where
they placed 19th. Leading the
way was Mark Tucker who
placed fourth in the nation
with an impressive individual
performance, earning first
team all-American honors.
The Bulldogs were not the
only one representing the
Horizon League however as
Robert Wade of Loyola and
Kim Hemstreet of Detroit
also qualified as individuals
for nationals.
Another sport which saw a

lot of success in the fall was

volleyball. The University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee continued its dominance to win the
regular season and the league
tournament. By winnin g the
tournament the lady Panthers
went to play in the NCAA

regional where they lost in
the first round. Also to note
was that the Horizon League
had five players named to the
all region teams.
Maybe one of the biggest
surprises of the fall was the
performance of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee's
men's soccer team. The Panthers not only won their first
ever league title, but they did
so in impressive fashion
going 18-1-1 on the year. In
the NCAA tournament the
Panthers won their first game
only to be ousted in the second round by Creighton. The
team also had two players
named as all-Americans and
their coach, Louis Bennett,
was named coach of the year
for the Great Lakes region.
Also making noise from the
Horizon league was the fact
that they had two picked in
the MLS draft, furthering the
reputation of the league.
lit was more of the same
for the Panthers except this
time it was their women's
soccer team who took the
league's soccer title. The
defending champs accomplished the repeat by winnin g
the league tournament and
playing in the NCAA tournament in which they lost out
in the first round to Pepperdine. Three of the lady Panthers were even named to the
all-region team.
So after a big fall for the
Horizon league the competition turned to that of the
hardwood and the pool. The

much anticipated basketball
season didn't disappoint
either as Butler and the Uni-
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Wright State softball team came back to win the league
tournament.

of Wisconsin-Milwaukee battled for the league

versity

title all season long'. In the
end it was the Bulldogs winning the regular season title
on a last second shot and
then it was the Panthers who
took the tournament title.
Because of the phenomenal
season that both had, they
were both invited to the field
of 64 for the NCAA tournament.
The Panthers had bad luck
as they lost to Notre Dame by
one point in the first round.
The Bulldogs on the other
hand had a season to remember as they made a run all
the way to the sweet sixteen
where they were finally beat
by Oklahoma. The successful
season was then capped for
the Bulldogs as their senior
leader, point guard Brandon
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Jesse Hutchins narrowly missed going to nationals as he
placed tied for eleventh in the regional.

heart, who finished 18th in
a result of the Raiders win
the SO-meter freestyle at the
they went onto play
Miller was awarded the pres- ConcoPhillips Spring National NCAA Midwest Regional. At
Championships. His perform- regional the Raiders placed
tigious Chip Hilton player of
ance there narrowly missed
the year award. Also of note
23rd to cap an impressive
qualifying for the US Olympic season and senior standout
was that UIC was invited to
trials. Baseheart holds many
the NIT.
Jesse Hutchins narrowly
of the Panther and Horizon
On the women's side it
missed going to nationals as
was more of a one team show League records.
he placed tied for eleventh in
Once the cold weather
as the Phoenix's of the Unithe regional. As far as the
went away it was time to
versity of Wisconsin-Green
women's side of the horizon
head back outside for the
Bay dominated league play.
league went the Lady PenHorizon League athletes as
At a couple of point they
guins from YSU took home
the spring sports began to
were even ranked in the
their first team champiget under way. In men's golf
nations top twenty five, with
onship.
their impressive 27-3 record. Wright State had been the
In tennis it was a pair of
dominant power in the conWith their second consecuconference powers who stole
f erence from the start of the
tive league title the team
the show as UIC won the
fall season and on into the
made it to the NCAA tournawomen's side for the seventh
spring. The Raiders would
ment only to be knocked out
consecutive time and Butler
in the second round. Another have to come from behind
repeated as the men's champion.
highlight of the women's sea- though to beat the Butler
Bulldogs on tie breaker in
son was the performance of
the conference tourney. It
Wright State's Tiffany Webb
See
was one of the closest finals
when she scored 49 points
HORIZON LEAGUE I
in the leagues history and as
against Butler to break a
page 22
Horizon league single game
scoring record.
In the swimming and divII....
ing side of the winter it was
all Wright State as they
i'
impressively swept both the
men's and the women's side
CJ
of the conference. For the
~
women it was their second
Cc
::s
consecutive title and for the
men it was their second title
in three years. A pair of
(D
female divers from
Youngstown State even qualiCc
fied for the Zone C Championships. Another swimm er
2
who made some noise was
Swimming and diving impressively swept both the men's
UWM Panther, Josh Baseand the women's side of the conference.

in the
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Coach to be inducted into Raider Hall of Fame
Irent Montgomery

Underhill
will be
recognized
for his
illustrious
career with
the Raiders
basketball
program

Staff Writer
On Sat. June 6, Ralph
Underhill, arguably the best
coach in Wright State history,

will be inducted into the
Wright State University Athletic Hall of Fame. Along with

others Underhill will be recognized for his illustrious
career with the Raiders basketball program.
Underhill comprised a lifetime record of 356-162
record in his time with the
Raiders. He also was the
coach which led the school to
the 1983 Division II National
Championship and as a result
was named the '83 Division II
coach of the year. Along with

this great accomplishment,
Underhill was the coach
which led the Raiders to their
only NCAA Division I Tournament berth back in 1993. In
his time as the Raiders head
coach Underhill had seven
individuals gain All-American
status.
Despite his great career
with the Raiders things
ended on a bad note when
Underhill was fired in 1996
for allegedly stealing vitamins from a store, but later
had the charges acquitted
and then an out of court
agreement was made.
Underhill he said has nothing but good memories of the
university, "It's a good uni-

See you this summer in the MLC!

The Mathematics Learning Center, 064 Rike Hall, provides free
walk-in assistance to students enrolled in introductory math courses.
Summer Quarter 2003 hours of operation:
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday.

WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS!

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
3:00AM-9:00AM

ters got their degree there. I

have a lot of good memories
of the staff, players, community and fans."
Along with Underhill there
will be four other former
Raiders who will be inducted
into the Hall of Fame. Among
those people are baseball
player Alfredo Batista, former
women's basketball coach Pat
Davis, tennis player Dave
McSemek and golfer John
Traugh.
Batista is the schools leading home run hitter with 40
in his career and RBI's with
189. Davis was the coach of

From
HORIZON LEAGUE I

page 21

Unfortunately for both teams
they lost out in the first
round to very good teams.
On the track it was the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee women who dominated both the indoor and outdoor seasons, winning both
titles. The lady Panthers continued to dominate as they
have in the past by winning
both titles in impressive
fashion. On the men's side it
was YSU who took the indoor
title with strong sprints and
very strong distance. In fact,

Kurt Michaelis of YSU was an

all-American Miler in the winter running a blistering 4:03

mile. In the outdoor season

however it was Detroit who
won the men's title using
depth in many different
events.
In baseball it came down
to the top two teams to
decide the league championship and in the end it was

or 4:00PM-10:00PM

-=-3

West Carrollton & Dayton locations

1-888-WORK-UPS
WWW.UPSJOBS.COM
Equal Opportunity Employer m/f/ d/v

nament. The win in the tournament qualified the Raiders
to the NCAA tournament
where they lost in the first
round to Depaul only to
comeback and beat Missouri
in the second before being
eliminated by Michigan. For
the Raiders it was their first
league championship and
first trip to the NCAA tournament. One thing is for sure it
won't be a season that anyone will ever forget.
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good regular season, came aa
back to win the league tour.

Shrimp and
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We Offer ...

UIC who prevailed with a
walk off home run to end the
Horizon League Championship game. For the Flames
it was their first ever league
championship. With their
automatic bid to the NCAA
regional the Flames traveled
to Palo Alto, California where
they faced perennial powerhouse Stanford.
One of the biggest stories
was the Wright State softball
team who, after a not so

Clams, Wings,

MON-FRI

$ 8.50-9.50 hr.
PACKAGE HANDLERS

the women's basketball team
for 14 years, highlighted by
her 198 7 team which went
24-6. McSemek was a Division
II national qualifier in doubles his senior year and
Traugh led the Raiders with
five tournament wins in one
season and eleven in his
,
career.
•
To athletic director Mike
Cusack this group is a very
special one, "This is a special
class of inductees, three of
them (Underhill, Davis and
McSemek) were here when I
came to Wright State in 1982
and all of them have made a
tremendous impact on the
Raider family."

versity, I spent 18 years there
and have a lot of good
friends. Both of my daugh-

_
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Matt Crawford
Year/Position/Sport:

Raider Profile

Sophomore/Pitcher/Baseball
Hometown/High School:

Chagrin Falls, OH/ Chagrin Falls High School
3;
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$,'

e
'·

Favorite TV show: That
70's Show
e

Nickname: Chris Cranford
Why you chose WSU:
The Baseball Stadium

Favorite musician: Bob
Dylan
Favorite song: "Bridge
Over Troubled Water" Simon and Garfunkel

Favorite sport other than
Baseball: Golf

Favorite food: Chinese

Favorite player in your
sport: John Smoltz

Favorite drink: Rolling
Rock

Favorite athlete: Jack
Leopard

Favorite ice cream flavor: Vanilla

Favorite sports team:
The Atlanta Braves

Best book you've read:
"Iron John" -Robert Bly

Favorite actor: Jeff
Bridges

Hobbies: Golf and Bowling

Favorite actress: Julia
oberts

Most memorable
moment in your sport:
Pitching against Kentucky
in the rain this year

Favorite movie: The Big
Lebowski

Webb heads for CA
Justin Ross
Staff Writer
Sophomore Tiffany Webb,
who led the Raiders and the
Horizon League with 24.1
points per game has decided
she will attend The Master's
College in Santa Clarita, California.
"I couldn't be more
thrilled with the addition of
Tiffany to our program,"
Master's head coach Ken Sugarman said. "She is a complete scorer with great quickness. She shoots the deep
ball tremendously well and is
very good going to the bas-

al!. Tiffany played on a team

@N here she was the main

focus every night by the
opposing team and she still
shot 4 7 percent from the
floor. It is a given that she
Will add a tremendous
amount offensively to our
team, but I think that her

quickness and athleticism
Will make her a strong
def ender as well. Tiffany is a

great kid who has chosen to

pursue a biblically-based

Christian education."

Webb was named to the

All-Horizon team for leading
the Raiders through a much
improved season and started
all 28 games. Webb will now
be playing for the 25-8 Mustangs that advanced to the
NAIA tournament after Winning the GSAC. Webb hopes
to have similar success in
California that she enjoyed in
Beavercreek, where she led
the high school team to a 280 season capped with a state
championship.

Most embarrassing
moment in your sport:
A 5 pitch outing against
Dayton
Part of your game that
needs improvement:
Throwing Strikes

Best part of your game:
Change Up
Lifetime goals/dreams:
To Play on the PGA Tour
and play with Tiger
Woods

Where do you see your-

self in ten years: Washed

out of Minor League baseball, selling vacuum cleaners door to door

THE MARKET
MAKES CORRECTIONS.
BUT WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO
BE RIGHT IN THE FIRST PLACE?
When the rarkaet says yire wnon, well, there's no arguing. That's why haasing

the right financial partner can help you in today's volatile market. Contact us to
learr more atit our retirement system ard camnplete rare of invest±tent and
savings options. It's the right decision.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (80) 842-2776

"I'm extremely excited to

see what the Lord has in
store for me at Master's,"
said Webb. "I chose Master's
College because I wanted an
environment where I can
grow spiritually, play in an
excellent basketball program,
and meet quality people who
can help me in my groWing
process. The Master's is a
solid school of faith that the
Lord has led me to and I am
anxiously awaiting to see
what He has planned."
Webb will be only the second Raider leaving the team,

with senior Katie Bussan finishing her career this past
winter.

Managing money for people
with other things to think ahuut."
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University Honors Program Graduates
Reception for graduates: Thursday, June 12 at 3:00 p.m. - Multipurpose Room, Student Union
Congratulations from the University Honors Program staff:

Susan Carrafielli, Director; Mary Kenton, Assoc. Director; Robert Rubin, Faculty in Residence; Beverly Rowe, Administrative Asst.;

Sindi Dobbins, Valerie Felmet,and KaylaWilliamis, Student Assistants

University Honors Scholars
University Honors Scholars have completed
at least eight Honors courses and seminars
according to a perscribed distribution as
well as the departmental Honors Program
in their majors.

Erin V. Albright
Major: Religion
Project: A Translation and
Commentary of Philemon: An
Appeal on Behalf of a Brother
Advisor: David Barr
Jason P. Archer
Major: English
Project: Damaging Theories: A

Study of Hard Times and

Crime and Punishment
Advsor: Joe Law

Amanda M. Ayers
Major: Early Childhood Education
Project: Establishing Criteria
for the Evaluation of a Children's Literature Collection
Advisor: Steve Hansell
Anthony Cook
Majors: Political Science and
Economics
Project: Incumbency in the
United States
Advisor: Evan Osborne
Katie J. Dickey
Major: Music-Vocal Performance
Project: A Lass for Love and
Duty, or Addicted to Heroines
Advisor: Kimberly Warrick
Neal W. Duiker
Major: Political Science
Project: National Model UN
Seminars
Advisor: Donna Schlagheck

David W. Johnson

Majors: Computer Science and
Mathematics
Project: Cryptography in the

Linux Operating
System/Secure Socket Layer
and its Application in E-com-

merce
Advisor: Bin Wang

Lisa Eleanor Kelly

Major: Biological Sciences
Project: Expression of PMCA-2
in Freshwater Crayfish Tissue
Advisor: Michele Wheatly

Erin E. Kister

Major: Mass Communication
Minor: Marketing
Project: Analysis of Marketing
Efforts in the WSU Athletic
Department
Advisor: Jeffrey John

Rhya C. Lund
Major: Biological Sciences

Project: Measuring IntraAbdominal Fat Using MRI
Advisor: Ellen Dermerath

Courtney Jannine McElroy
Major: Psychology
Minor: African/African American Studies
Project: Goal Orientation
Effects on Cognitive
Appraisals Moderated by Task
Demand
Advisor: Debra Steele-Johnson
Tarin L. Mink
Major: Social Work

.

Project: The Implementation of

Mardi C. Sammons
Major: Communication
Project: Problems Encountered
and Techniques Used in Creating a Training Module for a
Nonprofit Organization
Advisor: Henry Ruminski
Margi C. Sammons
Major: Communication
Project: Analysis of Programming Strategies for Dayton
Market Television Stations
Advisor: Henry Ruminski
Lindsay Marie Schoen
Major: Marketing
Minor: Management
Project: Development and
Implementation of a Marketing
Plan for WSU Student Government
Advisor: Kay Wick
Julie M. Shore
Major: Nursing
Project: Gifts of Life, Gifts of
Love
Advisor: Jane Doorley
Lissa Denielle Stapleton

Major: Social Work
Minor: African/African American Studies
Project: AIDS from
cal Perspective

a Subtropi-

Elizabeth K. Stevens
Major: Psychology
Project: The Multiple Roles of
Worry in the Persuasion
Process
Advisor: Tamera Schneider
Brittany Lee Stewart
Major: Political Science
Project: Model United Nations
Advsor: Donna Schlagheck

Departmental Honors Scholars
Departmental Honors Scholars have completed significant independent work in their
diciplines, ranging from laboratory and
library research to creative projects. In
many cases, these projects entail more than
a year's work.

Vera I. Bardarska
Majors: Political Science
Project: International Diplomacy within the United Nations
Advisor: December Green
Heather Jean Bentley
Major: Chemistry
Project: Structure Property

Relationships for Polymer-carbon Nanotube Composites
Advisor: Daniel Bombick
Toma Beverly
Major: Nursing
Project: Pediatric Organ Donation Clinical Pathway
Advisor: Jane Doorley

Christina E. Specker
Majors: Chemistry and Biological Sciences
Project: Designing Air and
Water Stable n-Dopable Model
Compoundss and Polymers:
Calculation of Relative Oxidative Stability
Advisor: Daniel Bombick

Shannon M. Henry
Major: Modern Languages
Brian Scott Jenks
Major: Biological Sciences
Stacey Erin Kammer

Major: Human Resource Man- {fl
agement
Minor: Management

Jamie K. Lee
Major: Biological Sciences
Amber Jo Long
Major: Management

Elizabeth Renee McCall
Major: Psychology

Fan Wang
Major: Nursing
Minor: Psychology
Project: Using Hope to Cope
with Life-threatening Illnesses
Advisor: Jane Doorley

Amanda Nichole McConnell
Major: Biological sciences
Linsey E. Milillo
Majors: English and Classics

General Studies Honors Scholars
Ian Bock
Erin Colleen Miller
General Studies Honors Scholars have
Major: Psychology
earned A's or B's in eight Honors Courses Major: Psychology
Project: Web Based Spatial Nav- and seminars and have maintained a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.4
igation: Knowledge Obtained
Joy Lisa Monaghan
from Alternative Shopping Mall
Major: Psychology
Brandi Nicole Alexander
Layouts
Major: Psychology
Advisor: Herb Colle
Adam Pellman
Major: Motion Picture History,
Amanda Y. Bennett
Michelle L. Buffington
Theory
and Criticism
Major: Mass Communication
Major: Psychology
Project: Effects of Unpaired CS Jennfier Lynn Brown
Rachel L. Potter
and US Pre-exposure on Devel- Major: English
Major: Marketing
opment of Trace and Delay
Eyeblink Conditioning in Infant Katherine Buchkman
Janette Rivera
Rats
Major:
Major: Biological Sciences

Economics

Advisor: Dragana Clafin
Kimberly Davis
Major: Nursing

Project: Smoking Cessetion
Among Low Income Pregnant
Women
Advisor: Cynthia Gibbons

Heather Renee Stewart
Major: Psychology
Project: Does Testosterone
Alison M. Havlin
Mediate the Social Suppression
Major:
Psychology
of Sexual Behavior?
Project: The Relation Between
Advisor: Michael Hennessy
Sex of Play Partner, Type A
Characteristics, and CompetiJillian Kaye Swartz
tion in Preschool Children
Majors: Nursing
Advisor:
Larry Kurdek
Project: Helping Nurses and
Parents Understand Kangaroo
Care through the Development Troy Barrett Jones
Major: Physics
of a Brochure
Project:
Effect of an ElectrostaAdvisor: Cynthia Gibbons
tic Field on the Surface of a
Liquid Dielectric
Tiffany Vassalle
Advisor: Gust Bambakidis
Major: Psychology
Minor: Biological Sciences
Anthony S. Marcum
Project: Hippocampal Lesion
Effects on Trace Eyeblink Con- Major: Political Science
ditioning
Project: From Democracy to
Communism: Comparitive
Advisor: Dragana Claflin
Diplomacy in the Realm of
Kristins Lynn Weaver
International Security
Major: Chemistry
Advisor: Donna Schlagheck
Project: Synthesis of a Benzothiazole Substituted Tolane Matthew John O'Malley
Advisor: William Feld
major: Chemistry
Project: QSAR and Cellular
Maria Renee Williams
Automata Studies of Chemical
Majors: Psychology
Phenomena
Project: Emotional Intelligence Advisor: Paul Seybold

the Americans with Disabilities and Viceral Self-Perception
Act of 1990
Advisor: Tamera Schneider
Advisor: Marjorie Baker

James Leo Shepard
Majors: Accountancy and
Finance
Minor: Management Information Systems
Project: Key Financial Ratios
and Use of Special Purpose
Entities
Advisor: Ken Brackney

Anne E. Burkholder
Major: Psychology
Jill Channing
Major: English
Minor: Spanish

Sara Scheckelhoff
Major: Biological Sciences
Minor: Religion
Angela M. Shaffer
Major: English
Minor: Classical Humanities

Sherri Derringer

Major: Music History and Liter- Lisa Kathleen Stricker
Major: Early Childhood Education
Marian C. Dickey
Major: Chemistry
Anna Elisabeth Stryker
Major: Exercise Biology
Christopher A. Drake
Major: Management InformaAndrea Swartzbaugh
tion Systems
Majors: Accountancy, Finance
and MIS
Danielle E. Drieling
Major: Psychology
Minor: Sociology
Erin M. Tewksbury
Major: Biomedical Engineering
Robert L. Feldmann, III
Major: Sociology
Bridget M. Vaughan
Majors: Finance and Accoun-

ature

Ryan T. Flynn

Major: Computer Science
Renee Gentry
Major: Management
tion Systems
Minor: Spanish
Stephen Graham
Majors: Marketing
ogy
Minor: Economics

Informa-

and Psychol-

Lori Beth Healey
Major: Biological Sciences
Minor: Psychology

aoy

Chad Steven Warnimont
Major: Middle Childhood Education
Mary Beth Witten
Major: Nursing
Jessica L. Woolum
Major: Psychology
Amy L. Ziegenbusch
Major: Biological Sciences

@

Michael J. Adams

April L. Eckerman

Nicole Ann Lim

Lorie J. Roever

Deborah J. Ahles

Michael Richard Edwards

Elizabeth W. Mack

Richard Travis Rose

Sarah C. Armstrong

R. Tyler Feasel

Stephanie Makselan

Ashley C. Seal

Vickie L. Ashman

Kendra Ann Fogt

Marinos Markides

Leesa Shockey

Sunil Bahunapati

Melissa A. Follis

Melissa L. Mccann

Holly M. Short

Christopher R. Bailey

Sheila Dawn Frey

Regina Angela McCauley

Casey Justin Simmons

Courtney Renee
Bayliss

Angela Marie Fry

Todd Benanzer
Leslie I. Benson

Kimberly Dawn

Sandra L. Galloway

McGlothen

Rebecca J. Bonerigo
Jean M. Bonifas
Melissa Christine
Bowers
Michelle Marie Boyle
Ronald Bryan
Braswell

Monica L. Summers

Jonathan Edward Gauder

Daniel Miller

Donald D.

Teresa Beth Glowienka

Tianna M. Moore

Cynthia A. Vanzant

Norma J. GrandfieldHowell

Serban Morcovescu

Reba Sheanine Wall

Jennifer Marie Mukai

Pamela D. Walters

Gina Lyn Hayes

Dr. Ramachandra
Mukkamala

Lindsay Marie Walthall

Hollice R. Hefner

N. Navayogarajah

Vinayak Anant

Kelly E. Neriani

Daniel Gray

Padmanabh Hegde

Eric Tyquan Hodac

Keith E. Brunton
Deborah Estelle
Buck

Kathleen Ann Holloman

Adrienne Cassel

Cynthia Ann Holtzapple
Dustin Shawn Howard

James H. Wilson

Katey M. Overman

Stephen W. Wonderly

Gregory Oberhaus Palm

Floyd Allen Workman, Jr.

Lisa

M. Pasquinelli

Sandra C. Pereira
Daniel Wade Phillips

Justin Rauch
Sarah Elizabeth Jackson
Christine Marie Reedy

Robert L. Cox

Alecia Jarvis

Sheila Rose Crosby

Emiko Kamiya

Abbey L. Dunn

Khanh T. Nguyen

Amy S. Quirke

Juliane Morgan Janek

Rachel Suzanne Dunlap

Kathleen Ann-Marie
White

Angela Marie Hyatt

Daniel P. Cieplinski II

Tracey Anelle Davis

Kyle M. Newbrey

Ankit D. Punatar

Joshua Paul James

Carol M. Davis

Joan Ann Wertz

Kimberly Howe

Rungmit
Chunhengpan

Jessica Reid

Sally E. Renk
Maria Isabel Reyes
Kevin Allen Rhinehart

Tiffany R. Kelley

Kathryn E. Kling

Trusty

Aileen Mariam Wang

Sharon A. Henschen

Teresa "Terry" L. Hoffman

Jamie Lynn Carman

Lucille M. Steinbrunner

Jennifer L. Meininger

Susan J. Hoertt

Matthew W. Byers

Mary R. Sparks

Tanda S. Garner

Sarah Elizabeth
Brown

Janette E. Burns

Paul Edward Smith

all

Hiloni M. Bhavsar
Kathleen Guest
Bledsoe

E. McGinnis

Allison Danielle Gadd
Brian M. Beachy
Melessa L. Behymer

'Ryan

Cheryl J. Rider
Cheri Christine Rives

Beth A. Knapp
Anthony Ray Robinson
Daryl Wade LaFountain
Jason R. Robinson

Laura Workman
Dianne E. Young

Good

Luck
and Best

Wishes
To All

N ew
Members
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DP&L -Join our Meter
Reading Team. DP&L has
part time opportunities
for meter readers in all of
our Dayton Service Operations. In this position
you will earn: A competitive wage, Incentive
bonuses, Flexible scheduling, Uniforms at no cost,
Mileage reimbursement.
For more information,
please call 1-800-7774427.
NEEDED, STUDENTS
WHO WANT TO EARN
$300-$500 A WEEK,

PART TIME. Helping people in the "Preventive
Legal Services". Go to the
web @ ww.rar2.com or

call 800-331-8981

NCR Country Club now
hiring for senior club
servers. Experience a plus,
not necessary. Compepitive pay and benefits.
Apply in person Tues-Sat

10-1lam, and 2-4pm. 4435
Dogwood Trail, Kettering,
Oh 45429.

CAMP TAKAJO for boys,
Naples, Maine.
Picteresque lakefront location, exceptional facilities.
Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller hockey, swimming, sailing, water skiing, archery, ceramics, art,
camp newspaper, music,
photography, videogra

phy, radio/electronics,

nature study, weight
training, woodworking,
theater, rock climbing,
ropes course, secretarial,
nanny. Salary,
room/board, travel included. Call 1-800-250-8252
or submit application online at www.takajo.com.

Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250 a day
potential. Local positions.

1-800-293-3985 ext. 298

4, 2003

Work on the BEACH in

Ocean City, MD or Wildwood, NJ at "THE
WORLD'S GREATEST SUMMER JOB".Earn up to
$10,000.00 for the season!
Stay in shape and get a
tan! Telescope
Pictures/Shoretown Studio
NEEDS energetic, competitive, fun, highly motivated,
athletic, outgoing, team-

oriented people. No experience necessary!!! Housing
-Available. For more information visit our website
and APPLY ON-LINE

Business OpportunityIndependent Telecom
Marketing Representative. Become an independent rep for largest privately owned telecommunications company. You will
personally market company's services and products, recruit and build
sales team. Extensive personal, technical and training support provided.
Receive ongoing residual
income on every product
and service- sold. Receive

www.beachtownstudio.com additional income (100%
for Ocean City, MD
www.shoretownstudio.com
for Wildwood, NJ or call
1.800.652.8501. E.O.E

Camp Staff
Resident camp for youth
with diabetes. Work one or
- two weeks. July 27-Aug.

commission, bonuses,
incentives) recruiting and
building a sales team.

Qualifications: Entrepre-

neurial mindset, results

884-4400 Or email at

oriented, motivated,
focused, energetic, hardworking, personable, honest, team player. Phone
and computer required.
Please email resume to
renee@carreersuccessstrategies.com Phone:

coda@diabetesohio.org

1-800-806-2188 (local)

Childcare needed for 11
and 15 year old boys in
our Springboro home.

Depenndable Childcare
Needed: looking for
female student to hangout
with 14 & 12 yr. old girls

16. General and special
staff positions. Call CODA

1-800-422-7946 or 1-614-

Early June- late August.

FULL or PART TIME. Full
time Mon-Thurs. 7:30am5:30pm OR part-time 2 or
3 days per week. Drivers
license and car required.
Call 937-748-0997 or email
mwilliams@woh.rr.com
Are you building your
dream or someone else's?
Work very hard for 2 to 4
years then do whatever
you want for the rest of
your life. Call to find out

how. 937-878-7891
Wanted: Summer child
care for 6 and 11 year old

girls in Kettering to start
2nd week in June. Hours:
7:30-9:00am, 3:00-6:00pm,
M-F. Job requires getting
kids ready and taking
them to camp. Good driving record and reference
required. Call 937-6891253 for more info.

in

by Centerville/Washing-

ton Township home for

summer months. Typical

hours 8:30am-5:30pm but
flexible. Need care on
Thursdays and Fridays.
Additional days and
months available, if
desired. Must have own
car. Bendfits: Good pay,
low maintenance girls,
neighborhood pool access.
References required. Call
9370885-4877 (home) or

937-656-9314 (work)
Buying or selling something? Buy a classified ad
from The Guardian. Call

Athletic/Energetic
Company looking for positive and motivated individuals. Great opportunity
and pay. PT/FT For more
information call James

1-877-483-9340
$14.15 base-appt. guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment
with other students. 10-40
hours/week around classes/other job. Co-ops/
Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer

service/sales, no telemar-

keting, no door-to-door
sales. No

experience neces-

sary, we train. Must have
positive attitude and good
people skills.

www.workforstudents.com
937-436-3580

0

love to do color and highlights at UDesigns. 1139

Brown Street, Dayton. Call
for an appointment. 228-

4380
HUMAN CLUB: You have
been a member since you
took your first breath.
How you participate is
what will give life mean-

ing. www.humanclub.org

STUDENTS Short on cash?
Save on haircuts with student I.D. at UDesigns.
1139 Brown Street, Dayton

Call us for details and
appointment. 228-4380
Abortions thru 24
weeks. Free pregnancy
test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 29>

I

3917. www.womensmed-

center .com.
Roommate Special! 2BR/2

mcement

only $685/mo! Exciting
downtown living, on-site
parking, exercise facility,
swimming pool, 24-hour
laundry, short-term leases
and more. We're more
than just a view! EHO.
Managed by Gold Key
Realty Company. Oregon
Place Apartments 2249776

WANTED: Customers for
Great Coffee, Ice Coffees
Smoothies, Chai Tea &
Deserts. Excellent Benefits; Good Prices, Warm
Atmosphere. Apply at the
GYPSY CAMP COFFEE
HOUSE Honors Hall Retail
Center Rm. S-210 above

Bath with paid utilities-

For Rent: Small 2 bedroom
house on Emmons Ave.
South of Rt. 3 5 between
Smithville and Linden. 10
min from WSU. 700 per
month. No deposit. 5
rooms, 1 full bath. Fenced
in yard for pets. Call Bar-

bara 304-9584

Tutor in conversational
Spanish needed for a third
year, senior citizen in
Spanish. Native speaker
preferred. Call 233-3245

Belmont 10 min. from
WSU/WPAFB. $455/mo.
(Heat, Water & Trash
removal included). A/C,

one answers. Or email
jmlucas@dayton.net.

Hey Girls! Need those

roots thouched up? We

Call Monday-Friday, 9-5,

775-5537.

and leave a message, if no

Services

Laundry. Two bedroom
apt. avail. NOW! (Move in
special.) call 609-6622

. the C-Store, www.gypsycamp.com for

details. M-F

1 0am- 10pm, Sun
10pm .

775-3170

l2pm-

Student Assistance Program. Durham Corporation wants to assist college students with
')
expenses associated with
college from a $2,000

¢

monthly commission, and

also a free medical program that includes dental, vision, and prescriptions. For details, send a
L.S.A.S.E. to: Durham
Corp., 8912 E. Piccacle
Peak Rd. PMB #138
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

Wednesday, June 4, 2003
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Nigam's
INDIAN RESAURANT & GROCERY

Featuring North & South Indian Spedalties

LUNCH BUFFET

$5.99

Open 7 Days

•

11:30am - 2pm (Mon - Fri)
12-9 p.m. (Saturday)

NOTVALID W/ANY OTHER COUPONS

1 DINNER MINIMUM
COUPON P

ERSON •2
.;;;..;
1Y_,.____.a

12-8 p.m. (Sunday)

Non-Vegetarian & Vegan, Vegetarian & Gluten-free Items Available

ee J'

3289 E. Patterson Rd.

Beavercreek

(937) 429-1216
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largest tanning salor
South Salo

ringboro Pk.
Bell Plaza)

9-1225
-.:iiP.iiiiiiiiiiiii
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Big Screens & Satellite TY • Award- Winning Wings
12 Signature Sauoes ·Hot Sports Action • Full Menu
Daily Happy Hour ·Free NTN Trixie
S0< Legs on Wednesdays ·Dine In or Takeout!

•

~
~
~
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l
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(90 Min. sessions, leg. beds,
f,»
Upgradesavailable)
€xpires June 17, 9003
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Dayton's Largest Tanning Salon

------------------------------------------

Congratulations
' ' ' ., . . ·": ,. S@hlOPS!.

BUFl=ALO WllD WIN61
~ CJUU &·· W ¢'

•

•

• I

•

•

Centerville
6210 Wilmington Pike• 937.848.2999

•

Parking and Transportation

Springfield
42 N. Fountain Avenue• 937.323.2999

,

Troy
2313 West Main Street• 937.440.9016

Dayton

West Carrollton

1900 Brown Street. 937.222.9464

2082 South Alex Road• 937.847.2999

Huber Heights
7875 Wayne Town Blvcf. • 937.237.7771

©2O02 Buffalo Wild Wings Inc.

CONGRATULATIONS
SENIORS

,c.d) , ,'' ',,.'

Sito»

'

775-5694
El38 SU
www.wright.edu/admin/parking/
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Just like you, we
like late nights.
r----------------~----------------~
Large Grilled
Free Breadsticks
Chicken Alfredo
Pizza

with a Large 1
Topping Pizza at

$10.99

$9.99

Valid for all
campus area
housing, including
off campus
apartments.

Valid for all
campus area
housing, including
off campus

Expires: 6/30/03

apartments.

Expires: 6/30/03

----------------~----------------

879-PAPA

www.goang.com

uas

_Air Na(lonal Cuard 100o/o SCHOLARSHIP

""i@faa" ###;
Self improvement is a way of life for Air National Guard members.
Here are some ways the Air National Guard can help you meet your educational and personal goals.

ip for members enrolled
mum of six credit hours.
lly funded educational en ·

•The New
can give y

/

nt program,

·

ce.

·The GI Bill Kie

give you
up to an extra $
certain
skills.
•If you join- the Air Na IIJ
..
ritical skills, you'll be eligible
for a cash bonus of 5K and possibly quali for die Student Repayment

Program.

You can receive college credit through the Community College ofthe Air Force, and you'll ear good pay for your
one weekend per monthand 15 days per yearcommitment. The rest ofyour time is yours to go to school.

1-800-432-3856
~

Better Ingredients.

.
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Better Pizza.

Order

Papa John's online at

~
'

-

<

2X3 2 22
Don't Bide
Your Pride!

Wright State University's
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered,
Queer, Questioning, and Allied Student Organization

Located in WO47
Student Union
or call us at (937) 775-5565

www.wright.edu/studentorgs/lambda_union

2 2 3 2 23 2

